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 The Natural Step process of Sustainability teaches us how important – and how difficult – it is to 

appropriately define our understanding of systems: What these interrelated networks are and how they 

must work together to achieve a sustainable planetary environment. 

Perhaps the most significant aspect of understanding Sustainability is to appreciate how 

interpenetrating these systems truly are; how they “nest” within each other and how sustaining one 

system demands sustaining all. Since all systems are ultimately contained within the system of the 

Biosphere, achieving lasting environmental Sustainability will require understanding, achieving, and 

defining sustainability in all other foundational systems. 

To foster this awareness among Miami Dade College students, I have developed a curricular 

module that will work toward achieving an enhanced understanding of the concept of Sustainability 

within the parameters of ENC 1101 Introduction to Composition coursework. 

For beginning composition students, one of the most important units is the one where each 

individual practices researching, analyzing and writing an essay assignment that uses definition strategy. 

The Sustainability module will incorporate ideas about interacting systems, and how definition strategy 

specifically can be employed to clarify students’ understanding, so they can begin practicing 

Sustainability in all walks of life. 

A fundamental definition of Sustainability, according to the Natural Step process, is “Enough for 

all, forever.” Whereas this inspiring definition is idealistic and appealing, it is not practical enough to 

incorporate into everyday decision-making. A truly workable definition of Sustainability needs to be 

general enough to be widely applicable, and concrete enough to be put into practice on a daily basis. 

To engage ENC 1101 students in this pursuit, the selected class will be divided into six groups, 

each one of which will explore – and define – a different system of the Sustainability whole. 

The first group will research and investigate Family and Relationships, and how this most basic 

system of our lives involves making choices that are related to the “big picture” of Sustainability. 

Everything from recycling practices within the home, to intelligent uses of energy, can be discussed by 

the students within this group. 

The second group of students can explore the idea of Sustainability for the Individual, 

researching how one’s personal needs and decisions can impact the overall concept of Sustainability for 

all. Here, subjects such as food choices and transportation issues can be considered. 



The third group will research the system of Information, and how our dependence on gathering 

and using information impacts the other systems involved in the Sustainability matrix. 

The fourth group of students will investigate the Technology system, examining how technology 

impacts the goal of a sustainable environment. Here, students can explore our current culture’s 

addiction to the “latest and greatest” devices, and the implications of a disposal-obsessed society. 

The fifth group will research the Social Sphere, focusing on institutional and governmental 

behaviors and practices, along with their implications and impact on individuals, as well as the all-

encompassing Biosphere. Congressional committees that address these concerns can be discussed and 

their work interpreted. Students in this group can also examine and define the five human needs 

imperative within a social setting, i.e., integrity, influence, competence, meaning and impartiality. 

The sixth group will devote their research to the Biosphere itself, examining how choices on an 

individual, community and global level are affecting this one system that contains all the others. These 

students will research everything from climate change to endangered species and their habitats. 

Upon completion of the group research and discussion portion of the project, students will 

present their group’s findings to the class at large. Their final chore, an individual essay assignment, will 

summarize their group’s insights, as well as offering the student’s own assessment and interpretation of 

their group’s discoveries. “Defining Sustainability” will be the focus of the essay, interpolating definition 

strategy as a writing technique, along with an enhanced environmental understanding acquired through 

this project. 

Collaborative learning of this type is especially effective with beginning writers and beginning 

college students. On one hand, it provides individual work that allows the student to gain confidence in 

his/her own work habits, as well as providing a group setting where students can learn from each 

other’s experience. Situating this classroom project on Sustainability within the definition strategy unit 

will allow for combining pedagogical practices that will benefit students immeasurably. Not only will 

critical thinking and writing skills be improved, but also a more thoughtful understanding of 

environmental Sustainability. 

Truly, in this case, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. 


